COVID-19 Guidelines for SCA Sponsored events and activities

Proof of vaccination or medical exemption

It is now a requirement that you must have had at least two (2) doses of an approved recognised vaccine (as determined by the Services Australia) to attend any SCA sponsored event or activity within the Kingdom of Lochac.

Proof of vaccination or medical exemption will be checked at the sign in site (Gate) when you arrive at the event or activity.

Please note: some groups have smaller numbers of persons that attend. Group Seneschals may not require attendees to show proof at every activity or event they attend IF there has been prior evidence provided (e.g. sighting of vaccination pass/exemption).

Australia

Proof of vaccination may be obtained through:

- Australian Government COVID-19 Certificate (manual or digital), or
- Immunisation history statement as registered with the Australian Immunisation Register, or
- Check in apps (relevant to the state authority) where the vaccination certificate has been digitally added.

Medical Exemptions show their statement or certificate obtained from their doctor.

For further information, please see the Services Australia website.

New Zealand

Proof of vaccination may be obtained through My Vaccine Pass.

For further information regarding My Vaccine Pass, click here.

For temporary medical exemptions, you will need to apply for your exemption and ensure it is recorded in My Vaccine Pass.

For further information regarding temporary exemptions, see here.

Record keeping

Accurate documenting of attendees who present for each event must be recorded on sign in forms (including contact details).

Australia

Manual

All attendees for SCA sponsored events and activities are required to sign in using the indemnity forms on the Kingdom Constables website.

Contact details are to be listed in the comments section. These details may be your phone number (home or mobile) or email address.

Electronic

All groups are encouraged to create a QR Code for their group. This code may be used by attendees as means for contact tracing purposes.
For further information regarding check in apps, see the relevant state authority:

- Australian Government - COVIDSafe app
- South Australia - COVID SAfe Check-In
- New South Wales - Service NSW app
- Queensland - Check In Qld app
- Victoria - Service Victoria app
- ACT - Check In CBR App
- Western Australia - SafeWA

New Zealand

Manual

Contact details are to be recorded using the New Zealand Contact Tracing Document.

Electronic

New Zealand has the NZ COVID Tracer app.

All groups are also encouraged to create a QR Code for their group. This code may be used by attendees as means for contact tracing purposes.

For further information regarding this including privacy and security of information, see NZ Ministry of Health.